
Freightliner Accessories List



Fleet Air Filters helps keep your truck running by 
�ltering harmful debris while enjoyed improved 
MPG and an increase in horsepower do to a less 
restrictive air �ow rate compared to your stock �lter.
 
$325.00 - Installed

Airtabs™ are patented a�er-market aerodynamic 
drag reduction add-on devices that provide users the 
following bene�ts:

Fuel Savings: 2-5% range

Safety: Vehicle stability improvement, reduced lane 
excursions, roll over risk and improved handling in 
gusty wind conditions; Improved rear view mirror 
visibility and safer lane changes in rain or snow.

Low Cost: Rapid ROI in commercial use.

Maintenance: No maintenance or special training 
required

Operational Impact: None 

$352.00 - Installed

Pittsburgh Power Dampener 
 
A good cranksha� damper is critical to extending 
cranksha� life beyond 500,000 miles - �is damper 
improves the smoothness of an engine while revving 
and under heavy loads.  All Detroit Dampeners are 
made in the USA. $595.00 - Installed
 
Pittsburgh Power Balancer

�is balancer improves engine performance, 
durability, and reduces cab vibrations and vibration 
noise.  Unlike ball bearing balancers mercury never 
wears out and is much quieter.  �e Pittsburgh Power 
Balancer reduces rotational vibration in cranksha�s 
and wheels.  Mercury �lled raceway compensates for 
minor rotational imbalances. $398.00 - Installed
 
Purchase the Dampener and Balancer separately or 
get both Installed for $825.00.

Balance Masters® works with a patented process that 
is simple physics, Newton’s third law that states for 
every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. 
Balance Masters® actively compensates for any out of 
balance condition and vibration. �ere are no steel 
balls, no sands or oils, and no pre-balancing required. 
�e active ingredient is mercury. It is 3 1/3 heavier 
than steel by volume, and is all natural. It is not 
a�ected by extreme temperatures, hot or cold. �ere 
are no wear patterns to worry about with Balance 
Masters® because there are no frictional materials. 
�e liquid moves smoothly to the desired area 
around the balancer. �e balancer actively balances 
the wheel assembly for a smooth ride.
 
Balance Masters includes driver and passenger 
side balancers. Select  the type of balancer you 
need below and enter in the comments section the 
number of axles you want to install on. 
 
$250.00 per axle - Installed

Pittsburgh Power Hi-�ow Mu�er

�e Universal Stack Mu�er o�ers an alternative to 
Pittsburgh Power Quiet Performance mu�er with 
lower exhaust gas temperatures, up to 50 additional 
horsepower, fast return on investment and mileage 
gains.

1 Stack $255.00 - Installed
Coronado $575.00 - Installed

Fass System Titanium Fuel Pump

�e Titanium Series diesel fuel pump is a compact 
design with a very powerful motor. Manufactured 
to hold up to the most extreme conditions, our 
Titanium Series pump utilizes a motor that is capable 
of �ow rates up to 260 gallons per hour.

In addition to improved fuel �ow, FASS Titanium 
Series li� pumps o�er advanced �ltration for 
your diesel fuel. Removing water, air and vapor in 
addition to debris with a �ltration rating of 3 micron, 
far superior over your factory fuel �lter. �e added 
�ltration will help improve your engines idle and 
extend the life of the injectors and injection pump.

$1,435.00 - Installed

Espar’s AIRTRONIC D2 dramatically reduces engine 
idling used to provide heat to the sleeper and cab. �is 
means decreased engine wear and fuel consumption. 
�e AIRTRONIC D2 employs great advancements in 
heater technology to warm passenger compartments 
e�ciently, economically and quietly. 

�e heater cycles though 4 heat levels to maintain 
the desired comfort set by the operator. �e high 
heat mode allows for rapid cab heating while the low 
heat mode provides a quiet, comfortable sleeping 
environment. 

Its compact size allows for an easy and simple 
installation in the tool or luggage compartment in most 
sleeper cabs. �is system typically runs for about 21 - 23 
hours on a gallon of diesel fuel and comes with a 2 year 
warranty.

$1,445.00 - Installed



Taylor Wings made in the USA 32”x76” Stainless 
Steel Wing, professionally mounted to help 
increase the aerodynamics and fuel mileage of 
your truck

$1,580.00 -Installed

TriPac Evolution APU

Industry-Leading Performance 
TriPac™ Evolution allows customers to focus on fuel 
consumption, driver comfort or battery life-it’s all 
driven by your needs. 
 
Low Operating Costs: 
Easier access to components and the longest 
maintenance interval in the industry help keep costs 
down and your �eet moving. 
 
Easy Operation: 
New three-knob design aligns closer to automotive 
architecture, making complicated training sessions a 
thing of the past.

Peace of Mind: 
�ermo King is the only APU manufacturer to o�er 
24/7 service through its world class dealer network. 

$11,500.00 - Installed

Alpine Advanced Bluetooth® CD/Sirius XM Receiver

�is advanced Bluetooth receiver that’s easy and 
intuitive to use. �is one-stop music player has a sleek 
LCD display with �xed red illumination. Alpine’s 
signature rotary knob makes controlling all your music 
a breeze. �is unit also comes with a convenient front 
panel auxiliary input - so you or your passenger can 
plug in a portable media player as an additional source. 

Purchase a this Receiver & get three FREE months 
of service when you sign up for the All Access 
subscription package.  (O�er and subscription services 
o�ered separately through Sirius)

Add on the Satellite bundle which includes the wiring 
harness and antenna. 

Alpine Radio (XM Ready) Installed - $594.00 
Satellite Bundle (harness & Antenna) Installed - $80.00

Watch the big game or catch up on the news with a 
Samsung 29” TV!

$825.00 - Installed

Add brand new chrome hood mirrors on your truck 
for increased visibility while you’re on the road.    

Select drivers side only, passenger side only or have 
both installed for $300.00.  

�e Ex-Guard™ system provides a unique front end 
protection system for trucks that has the greatest 
strength to weight ratio in the market. Ex-Guard™, 
designed for Big Rigs and Semi Trucks, is ideal for 
�eets needing Grill Guards, Bumper Guards, Bull Bars, 
Roo Bars, Cow Catchers, Deer Guards, and other 
animal collision protection.

Select an Ex-Guard Bumper Guard for your Freightliner. 

Freightliner Low Bumper Guard Installed - 
$1,234.00 

Freightliner High Bumper Guard Installed - $1,500.00

We o�er fenders from Hogebuilt and Trux 
Accessories.  By adding stainless steel fenders to 
your truck the bene�ts to having these include 
resisting corrosion, while the chrome plating 
provides a uniform and very attractive �nish.

Wheel Covers package look great and help give 
your truck’s rims a uni�ed appearance by covering 
the exposed center hubs and lugs with a slick ABS 
Chrome plastic. �e package includes both front 
and rear wheel covers.

$300.00 - Installed

Trux Accessories 86” Installed - $1,700.00

Trux Accessories Full Installed - $ 2,415.00

Hogebuilt 430 Half Installed - $1,650.00

Hogebuilt 430 Full Tandem Installed - $2,550.00

Hogebuilt 430 Lowrider Full Tandem Installed - $2,595.00



Sturdy-lite Headache Rack

Sturdy-Lite Cab Racks are engineered from high 
strength premium aluminum alloy. Function, 
durability and visual appeal are insured by our 
quality control as well as our “Treadbrite” �nish 
along with custom color detailing. O�ered in over 
25 detailing colors.  All Cab Racks are tested to a 
uniform static resistance. Sturdy-Lite makes no 
claims to impact resistance, neither stated nor 
implied, except for static resistance as stated on 
the Warning label.  

Day Cab w/Full Bin & Side Chain Hangers 
Installed- $1,170.00

Center Vault Rack 
Installed - $1,315.00 

3 Door Vault Rack 
Installed - $2,200.00
 
Chain Hangers and Side Tarp Trays Rack 
Installed - $1,080.00
 
Chain Hangers and Side Bins 
Installed - $1,015.00
 
4 Chain Hangers and Side Bins 
Installed - $1,200.00

Additional Headache Rack Add-ons.

If you wish to have your work/strobe lights 
mounted to your Freightliner, select the Z-Bracket 
part in addition to your lights.  Otherwise, work 
and strobe lights will be mounted directly to your 
Headache Rack.

Extended Lines kit (No Headache Rack) 
Installed- $240.00

Work Lights (Headache Rack Mounted) 
Installed- $317.00 

Strobe Lights (Headache Rack Mounted) 
Installed - $365.00 
 
Headache Rack Add Extended Lines (to each) 
Installed - $177.00
 
Z-Brackets (For truck mounted Strobe and Work 
Lights) Installed - $48.00
 
Headache Rack Add Extended Lines to each 
Installed - $175.00

Work Lights for Headache Racks
Installed - $317.00

Wagan Tech® Power Inverters feature True-rated 
Power™. �at simply means power tested and rated 
at a period of 24 hours continuous usage under full 
load. �e competition claims “continuous”, when in 
fact, they are o�en only 30 minutes “continuous”.

3000 Watt Inverter:
TrueRated™ Power: 3,000 W
Peak Surge Power: 6,000 W
AC Voltage Output: 115 V
Optimum E�ciency: 90%
Overload Protection: Automatic shutdown
Short Circuit Protection
Input Voltage Range: 10 V to 15 V
Low Battery Auto Shutdown: 9.5 V ± 0.5 V
AC Receptacles: Double 

$875.00 - Installed

5000 Watt Inverter:
TrueRated™ Power: 5,000 W
Peak Surge Power: 10,000 W
AC Voltage Output: 110 V
Optimum E�ciency: 90%
AC Receptacles: Quadruple
Overload Protection: Automatic shutdown
Short Circuit Protection
Input Voltage Range: 10V to 15V
Low Battery Auto Shutdown: 9.5 V ± 0.5

1,415.00 - Installed

High Performance (HP) Seats: �e heart of the 
High Performance (HP) seat is the HP air suspension, 
proven in testing to reduce vibration transmitted to 
the occupant better than seven  competitors. �is 
reduced transmissibility helps reduce strain and the 
down town causing fatigue it leads to.  Working in 
tandem to maximize your comfort, the HP series seat 
features our exclusive BackCycler system. By cyclically 
in�ating and de�ating when activated, it provides 
continuous slight movement to the lower back thus 
relieving the strain and fatigue caused by sitting in 
one position for an extended period of time.  Loaded 
with additional comfort and support adjustments and 
a larger cushion than our top selling National Seating 
2000 platform, the HP seat delivers to you a true king 
of the road ride to help you make those long hauls.  
More comfort. Less Pain. More Uptime.

40019.654B Tan Installed - $1,000.00

Commodore Series Seats: Keeping the rig moving 
is how your job gets done. �e longer you can keep 
moving the better the return. Comfort is one of the 
most critical factors to keeping the load rolling. �e 
Commodore helps ensure you get maximum uptime 
by helping to reduce the pain and strain which leads 
to increased downtime.

On the surface you can see the larger size of the 
Commodore versus other seats, but that is just 
the surface. �e real keys to your comfort are our 
exclusive BackCycler system and HP air suspension. 
Along with the ergonomic design and multitude 
of adjustments to get the right support and �t, the 
Commodore is the real solution to ensuring your 
comfort so you can keep moving. Looking for even 
more, then take a step up to the Admiral series.

40050-341 Grey Installed - $1,000.00
40050-345 Black Installed - $1,000.00



Peterbilt Accessories List



Fleet Air Filters helps keep your truck running by 
�ltering harmful debris while enjoyed improved 
MPG and an increase in horsepower do to a less 
restrictive air �ow rate compared to your stock �lter.
 
Peterbilt 386 Air Filter Installed- $325.00
Peterbilt 389 Air Filter Installed- $598.00

Airtabs™ are patented a�er-market aerodynamic 
drag reduction add-on devices that provide users the 
following bene�ts:

Fuel Savings: 2-5% range

Safety: Vehicle stability improvement, reduced lane 
excursions, roll over risk and improved handling in 
gusty wind conditions; Improved rear view mirror 
visibility and safer lane changes in rain or snow.

Low Cost: Rapid ROI in commercial use.

Maintenance: No maintenance or special training 
required

Operational Impact: None 

$352.00 - Installed

Pittsburgh Power Dampener 
 
A good cranksha� damper is critical to extending 
cranksha� life beyond 500,000 miles - �is damper 
improves the smoothness of an engine while revving 
and under heavy loads.  All Detroit Dampeners are 
made in the USA. $595.00 - Installed
 
Pittsburgh Power Balancer

�is balancer improves engine performance, 
durability, and reduces cab vibrations and vibration 
noise.  Unlike ball bearing balancers mercury never 
wears out and is much quieter.  �e Pittsburgh Power 
Balancer reduces rotational vibration in cranksha�s 
and wheels.  Mercury �lled raceway compensates for 
minor rotational imbalances. $398.00 - Installed
 
Purchase the Dampener and Balancer separately or 
get both Installed for $825.00.

Balance Masters® works with a patented process 
that is simple physics, Newton’s third law that states 
for every action there is an equal and opposite 
reaction. Balance Masters® actively compensates 
for any out of balance condition and vibration. 
�ere are no steel balls, no sands or oils, and no 
pre-balancing required. �e active ingredient is 
mercury. It is 3 1/3 heavier than steel by volume, 
and is all natural. It is not a�ected by extreme 
temperatures, hot or cold. �ere are no wear 
patterns to worry about with Balance Masters® 
because there are no frictional materials. �e liquid 
moves smoothly to the desired area around the 
balancer. �e balancer actively balances the wheel 
assembly for a smooth ride.
 
Balance Masters includes driver and passenger 
side balancers. Select  the type of balancer you 
need below and enter in the comments section the 
number of axles you want to install on. 
 
$250.00 per axle - Installed

Fass System Titanium Fuel Pump

�e Titanium Series diesel fuel pump is a compact 
design with a very powerful motor. Manufactured 
to hold up to the most extreme conditions, our 
Titanium Series pump utilizes a motor that is capable 
of �ow rates up to 260 gallons per hour.

In addition to improved fuel �ow, FASS Titanium 
Series li� pumps o�er advanced �ltration for 
your diesel fuel. Removing water, air and vapor in 
addition to debris with a �ltration rating of 3 micron, 
far superior over your factory fuel �lter. �e added 
�ltration will help improve your engines idle and 
extend the life of the injectors and injection pump.

$1,435.00 - Installed

Pittsburgh Power Hi-�ow Mu�er

�e Universal Stack Mu�er o�ers an alternative to 
Pittsburgh Power Quiet Performance mu�er with 
lower exhaust gas temperatures, up to 50 additional 
horsepower, fast return on investment and mileage 
gains.

$255.00 - Installed

Wheel Covers package look great and help give 
your truck’s rims a uni�ed appearance by covering 
the exposed center hubs and lugs with a slick ABS 
Chrome plastic. �e package includes both front 
and rear wheel covers.

$300.00 - Installed

Add brand new chrome hood mirrors on your truck 
for increased visibility while you’re on the road.    

Select drivers side only, passenger side only or have 
both installed for $300.00.  



�e Ex-Guard™ system provides a unique front end 
protection system for trucks that has the greatest 
strength to weight ratio in the market. Ex-Guard™, 
designed for Big Rigs and Semi Trucks, is ideal for 
�eets needing Grill Guards, Bumper Guards, Bull 
Bars, Roo Bars, Cow Catchers, Deer Guards, and 
other animal collision protection.

Select an Ex-Guard Bumper Guard for your 
Peterbilt.

Peterbilt 386 Low Bumper Guard 
Installed - $1,234.00 

Peterbilt 386 High Bumper Guard 
Installed - $1,500.00

Peterbilt 389 Low Bumper Guard 
Installed - $1,312.00

Peterbilt 389 High Bumper Guard 
Installed - $1,570.00

Taylor Wings made in the USA 32”x76” Stainless Steel 
Wing, professionally mounted to help increase the 
aerodynamics and fuel mileage of your truck

Flat Top
Installed- $1,955.00

Raised Roof
Installed - $1,580.00

TriPac Evolution APU

Industry-Leading Performance 
TriPac™ Evolution allows customers to focus on fuel 
consumption, driver comfort or battery life-it’s all 
driven by your needs. 
 
Low Operating Costs: 
Easier access to components and the longest mainte-
nance interval in the industry help keep costs down and 
your �eet moving. 
 
Easy Operation: 
New three-knob design aligns closer to automotive 
architecture, making complicated training sessions a 
thing of the past.

Peace of Mind: 
�ermo King is the only APU manufacturer to o�er 
24/7 service through its world class dealer network. 

$11,500.00 - Installed

Alpine Advanced Bluetooth® CD/Sirius XM Receiver

�is advanced Bluetooth receiver that’s easy and intuitive 
to use. �is one-stop music player has a sleek LCD 
display with �xed red illumination. Alpine’s signature 
rotary knob makes controlling all your music a breeze. 
�is unit also comes with a convenient front panel 
auxiliary input - so you or your passenger can plug in a 
portable media player as an additional source. 

Purchase a this Receiver & get three FREE months of 
service when you sign up for the All Access subscription 
package.  (O�er and subscription services o�ered 
separately through Sirius)

Add on the Satellite bundle which includes the wiring 
harness and antenna. 

Alpine Radio (XM Ready) Installed - $594.00
Satellite Bundle (harness & Antenna) Installed - $80.00

Watch the big game or catch up on the news with a 
Samsung 29” TV!

$825.00 - Installed

Espar’s AIRTRONIC D2 dramatically reduces engine 
idling used to provide heat to the sleeper and cab. �is 
means decreased engine wear and fuel consumption. �e 
AIRTRONIC D2 employs great advancements in heater 
technology to warm passenger compartments e�ciently, 
economically and quietly. 

�e heater cycles though 4 heat levels to maintain the 
desired comfort set by the operator. �e high heat mode 
allows for rapid cab heating while the low heat mode 
provides a quiet, comfortable sleeping environment. 

Its compact size allows for an easy and simple installation 
in the tool or luggage compartment in most sleeper cabs. 
�is system typically runs for about 21 - 23 hours on a 
gallon of diesel fuel and comes with a 2 year warranty.

$1,445.00 - Installed

Purchase one or all of Phoenix Designs Chrome 
Package Add-ons for your Peterbilt 388/389.  

Rear Breather Lights Installed - $315.00

Top Cab Lights  (changed to clear) 
 Installed - $200.00 

Peterbilt 389 Flat Top Visor Installed - $470.00
 
Peterbilt 389 Ultra Cab or Raised Roof Visor 
Installed - $490.00
 
Peterbilt 389 Lower Hood Panels Installed - 
$200.00
 
Peterbilt 388 Lower Hood Panels Installed - 
$200.00 

Peterbilt 386 Stainless Replacement Drop Visor 
Installed - $490.00

We o�er fenders from Hogebuilt and Trux 
Accessories.  By adding stainless steel fenders to 
your truck the bene�ts to having these include 
resisting corrosion, while the chrome plating 
provides a uniform and very attractive �nish.

Trux Accessories 86” Installed - $1,700.00

Trux Accessories Full Installed - $ 2,415.00

Hogebuilt 430 Half Installed - $1,650.00

Hogebuilt 430 Full Tandem Installed - $2,550.00

Hogebuilt 430 Lowrider Full Tandem Installed - $2,595.00



Sturdy-lite Headache Rack

Sturdy-Lite Cab Racks are engineered from high 
strength premium aluminum alloy. Function, 
durability and visual appeal are insured by our quality 
control as well as our “Treadbrite” �nish along with 
custom color detailing. O�ered in over 25 detailing 
colors.  All Cab Racks are tested to a uniform static 
resistance. Sturdy-Lite makes no claims to impact 
resistance, neither stated nor implied, except for static 
resistance as stated on the Warning label.  

Day Cab w/Full Bin & Side Chain Hangers 
Installed- $1,170.00

Center Vault Rack 
Installed - $1,315.00 

3 Door Vault Rack 
Installed - $2,200.00
 
Chain Hangers and Side Tarp Trays Rack 
Installed - $1,080.00
 
Chain Hangers and Side Bins 
Installed - $1,015.00
 
4 Chain Hangers and Side Bins 
Installed - $1,200.00

Additional Headache Rack Add-ons.

If you wish to have your work/strobe lights mounted 
to your Peterbilt, select the Z-Bracket part in addition 
to your lights.  Otherwise, work and strobe lights will 
be mounted directly to your Headache Rack.

Extended Lines kit (No Headache Rack) 
Installed- $240.00 

Work Lights (Headache Rack Mounted) 
Installed- $317.00
 
Strobe Lights (Headache Rack Mounted) 
Installed - $365.00 
 
Headache Rack Add Extended Lines (to each) 
Installed - $177.00
 
Z-Brackets (For truck mounted Strobe and Work 
Lights) Installed - $48.00
 
Work Lights for Headache Rack
Installed - $317.00

Peterbilt 388/389 Chrome Packages

Improve the look and safety of your truck with a 
Phoenix Designs Chrome Package. All packages 
include cab and hood extension panels, sleeper 
panels, rock gaurds, and front air cleaners.
In the comments section, let us know if you want 
CLEAR or AMBER lights.

Day Cab Installed - $1,380.00
36” Installed - $1,845.00
48” Installed - $1,886.00
63” Installed - $1,945.00
70” Ultra Installed - $2,075.00

Wagan Tech® Power Inverters feature True-rated 
Power™. �at simply means power tested and rated at 
a period of 24 hours continuous usage under full load. 
�e competition claims “continuous”, when in fact, 
they are o�en only 30 minutes “continuous”.

3000 Watt Inverter:
TrueRated™ Power: 3,000 W
Peak Surge Power: 6,000 W
AC Voltage Output: 115 V
Optimum E�ciency: 90%
Overload Protection: Automatic shutdown
Short Circuit Protection
Input Voltage Range: 10 V to 15 V
Low Battery Auto Shutdown: 9.5 V ± 0.5 V
AC Receptacles: Double 

Installed - $875.00

5000 Watt Inverter:
TrueRated™ Power: 5,000 W
Peak Surge Power: 10,000 W
AC Voltage Output: 110 V
Optimum E�ciency: 90%
AC Receptacles: Quadruple
Overload Protection: Automatic shutdown
Short Circuit Protection
Input Voltage Range: 10V to 15V
Low Battery Auto Shutdown: 9.5 V ± 0.5

Installed - $1,415.00

High Performance (HP) Seats: �e heart of the 
High Performance (HP) seat is the HP air suspension, 
proven in testing to reduce vibration transmitted to 
the occupant better than seven  competitors. �is 
reduced transmissibility helps reduce strain and the 
down town causing fatigue it leads to.  Working in 
tandem to maximize your comfort, the HP series seat 
features our exclusive BackCycler system. By cyclically 
in�ating and de�ating when activated, it provides 
continuous slight movement to the lower back thus 
relieving the strain and fatigue caused by sitting in 
one position for an extended period of time.  Loaded 
with additional comfort and support adjustments and 
a larger cushion than our top selling National Seating 
2000 platform, the HP seat delivers to you a true king 
of the road ride to help you make those long hauls.  
More comfort. Less Pain. More Uptime.

40019.654B Tan Installed - $1,000.00

Commodore Series Seats: Keeping the rig moving 
is how your job gets done. �e longer you can keep 
moving the better the return. Comfort is one of the 
most critical factors to keeping the load rolling. �e 
Commodore helps ensure you get maximum uptime 
by helping to reduce the pain and strain which leads 
to increased downtime.

On the surface you can see the larger size of the 
Commodore versus other seats, but that is just 
the surface. �e real keys to your comfort are our 
exclusive BackCycler system and HP air suspension. 
Along with the ergonomic design and multitude 
of adjustments to get the right support and �t, the 
Commodore is the real solution to ensuring your 
comfort so you can keep moving. Looking for even 
more, then take a step up to the Admiral series.

40050-341 Grey Installed - $1,000.00
40050-345 Black Installed - $1,000.00



Kenworth Accessories List



Airtabs™ are patented a�er-market aerodynamic 
drag reduction add-on devices that provide users the 
following bene�ts:

Fuel Savings: 2-5% range

Safety: Vehicle stability improvement, reduced lane 
excursions, roll over risk and improved handling in 
gusty wind conditions; Improved rear view mirror 
visibility and safer lane changes in rain or snow.

Low Cost: Rapid ROI in commercial use.

Maintenance: No maintenance or special training 
required

Operational Impact: None 

$352.00 - Installed

Pittsburgh Power Dampener 
 
A good cranksha� damper is critical to extending 
cranksha� life beyond 500,000 miles - �is damper 
improves the smoothness of an engine while revving 
and under heavy loads.  All Detroit Dampeners are 
made in the USA. $595.00 - Installed
 
Pittsburgh Power Balancer

�is balancer improves engine performance, 
durability, and reduces cab vibrations and vibration 
noise.  Unlike ball bearing balancers mercury never 
wears out and is much quieter.  �e Pittsburgh Power 
Balancer reduces rotational vibration in cranksha�s 
and wheels.  Mercury �lled raceway compensates for 
minor rotational imbalances. $398.00 - Installed
 
Purchase the Dampener and Balancer separately or 
get both Installed for $825.00.

Balance Masters® works with a patented process 
that is simple physics, Newton’s third law that states 
for every action there is an equal and opposite 
reaction. Balance Masters® actively compensates 
for any out of balance condition and vibration. 
�ere are no steel balls, no sands or oils, and no 
pre-balancing required. �e active ingredient is 
mercury. It is 3 1/3 heavier than steel by volume, 
and is all natural. It is not a�ected by extreme 
temperatures, hot or cold. �ere are no wear 
patterns to worry about with Balance Masters® 
because there are no frictional materials. �e liquid 
moves smoothly to the desired area around the 
balancer. �e balancer actively balances the wheel 
assembly for a smooth ride.
 
Balance Masters includes driver and passenger 
side balancers. Select  the type of balancer you 
need below and enter in the comments section the 
number of axles you want to install on. 
 
$250.00 per axle - Installed

Fass System Titanium Fuel Pump

�e Titanium Series diesel fuel pump is a compact 
design with a very powerful motor. Manufactured 
to hold up to the most extreme conditions, our 
Titanium Series pump utilizes a motor that is capable 
of �ow rates up to 260 gallons per hour.

In addition to improved fuel �ow, FASS Titanium 
Series li� pumps o�er advanced �ltration for 
your diesel fuel. Removing water, air and vapor in 
addition to debris with a �ltration rating of 3 micron, 
far superior over your factory fuel �lter. �e added 
�ltration will help improve your engines idle and 
extend the life of the injectors and injection pump.

$1,435.00 - Installed

Fleet Air Filters helps keep your truck running by 
�ltering harmful debris while enjoyed improved 
MPG and an increase in horsepower do to a less 
restrictive air �ow rate compared to your stock �lter.

Kenworth T660 Air Filter
$325.00 - Installed

Espar’s AIRTRONIC D2 dramatically reduces engine 
idling used to provide heat to the sleeper and cab. �is 
means decreased engine wear and fuel consumption. 
�e AIRTRONIC D2 employs great advancements in 
heater technology to warm passenger compartments 
e�ciently, economically and quietly. 

�e heater cycles though 4 heat levels to maintain 
the desired comfort set by the operator. �e high 
heat mode allows for rapid cab heating while the low 
heat mode provides a quiet, comfortable sleeping 
environment. 

Its compact size allows for an easy and simple 
installation in the tool or luggage compartment in most 
sleeper cabs. �is system typically runs for about 21 - 23 
hours on a gallon of diesel fuel and comes with a 2 year 
warranty.

$1,445.00 - Installed



�e Ex-Guard™ system provides a unique front end 
protection system for trucks that has the greatest 
strength to weight ratio in the market. Ex-Guard™, 
designed for Big Rigs and Semi Trucks, is ideal for 
�eets needing Grill Guards, Bumper Guards, Bull Bars, 
Roo Bars, Cow Catchers, Deer Guards, and other 
animal collision protection.

Select an Ex-Guard Bumper Guard for your Kenworth.

Kenworth T660 Low Bumper Guard 
Installed - $1,234.00 

Kenworth T660 High Bumper Guard
Installed - $1,500.00

Kenworth W900 Low Bumper Guard 
Installed - $1,312.00

Kenworth W900 High Bumper Guard 
Installed - $1,570.00

Taylor Wings made in the USA 32”x76” Stainless Steel 
Wing, professionally mounted to help increase the 
aerodynamics and fuel mileage of your truck

$1,995.00 - Installed

TriPac Evolution APU

Industry-Leading Performance 
TriPac™ Evolution allows customers to focus on fuel 
consumption, driver comfort or battery life-it’s all 
driven by your needs. 
 
Low Operating Costs: 
Easier access to components and the longest 
maintenance interval in the industry help keep costs 
down and your �eet moving. 
 
Easy Operation: 
New three-knob design aligns closer to automotive 
architecture, making complicated training sessions a 
thing of the past.

Peace of Mind: 
�ermo King is the only APU manufacturer to o�er 
24/7 service through its world class dealer network. 

$11,500.00 - Installed

Alpine Advanced Bluetooth® CD/Sirius XM Receiver

�is advanced Bluetooth receiver that’s easy and 
intuitive to use. �is one-stop music player has a sleek 
LCD display with �xed red illumination. Alpine’s 
signature rotary knob makes controlling all your music 
a breeze. �is unit also comes with a convenient front 
panel auxiliary input - so you or your passenger can 
plug in a portable media player as an additional source. 

Purchase a this Receiver & get three FREE months 
of service when you sign up for the All Access 
subscription package.  (O�er and subscription services 
o�ered separately through Sirius)

Add on the Satellite bundle which includes the wiring 
harness and antenna. 

Alpine Radio (XM Ready) Installed - $594.00
Satellite Bundle (harness & Antenna) Installed - $80.00

Watch the big game or catch up on the news with a 
Samsung 29” TV!

$825.00 - Installed

Kenworth W900 Chrome Packages 

Improve the look and safety of your truck with a 
Phoenix Designs Chrome Package. All packages 
include cab and hood extension panels, sleeper 
panels, rock gaurds, and front air cleaners.
In the comments section, let us know if you want 
CLEAR or AMBER lights.

72” Installed - $2,105.00 

86” Installed - $2,320.00

Kenworth W900 Chrome Package Add-ons. 
 
Rear Breather Lights Installed - $355.00
 
Top Cab Lights (Clear) Installed - $200.00
 
Drop Visor Installed - $640.00

We o�er fenders from Hogebuilt and Trux 
Accessories.  By adding stainless steel fenders to 
your truck the bene�ts to having these include 
resisting corrosion, while the chrome plating 
provides a uniform and very attractive �nish.

Trux Accessories 86” Installed - $1,700.00

Trux Accessories Full Installed - $ 2,415.00

Hogebuilt 430 Half Installed - $1,650.00

Hogebuilt 430 Full Tandem Installed - $2,550.00

Hogebuilt 430 Lowrider Full Tandem Installed - $2,595.00

Wheel Covers package look great and help give 
your truck’s rims a uni�ed appearance by covering 
the exposed center hubs and lugs with a slick ABS 
Chrome plastic. �e package includes both front 
and rear wheel covers.

$300.00 - Installed



Sturdy-lite Headache Rack

Sturdy-Lite Cab Racks are engineered from high 
strength premium aluminum alloy. Function, 
durability and visual appeal are insured by our 
quality control as well as our “Treadbrite” �nish 
along with custom color detailing. O�ered in 
over 25 detailing colors.  All Cab Racks are tested 
to a uniform static resistance. Sturdy-Lite makes 
no claims to impact resistance, neither stated nor 
implied, except for static resistance as stated on the 
Warning label.  

Day Cab w/Full Bin & Side Chain Hangers 
Installed- $1,170.00

Center Vault Rack 
Installed - $1,315.00 

3 Door Vault Rack 
Installed - $2,200.00
 
Chain Hangers and Side Tarp Trays Rack 
Installed - $1,080.00
 
Chain Hangers and Side Bins 
Installed - $1,015.00
 
4 Chain Hangers and Side Bins 
Installed - $1,200.00

Additional Headache Rack Add-ons.

If you wish to have your work/strobe lights 
mounted to your Peterbilt, select the Z-Bracket 
part in addition to your lights.  Otherwise, work 
and strobe lights will be mounted directly to your 
Headache Rack.

Extended Lines kit (No Headache Rack) 
Installed- $240.00

Work Lights (Headache Rack Mounted) Installed- 
$317.00
 
Strobe Lights (Headache Rack Mounted) 
Installed - $365.00 
 
Headache Rack Add Extended Lines (to each) 
Installed - $177.00
 
Z-Brackets (For truck mounted Strobe and 
Work Lights) Installed - $48.00
 
Work Lights for Headache Rack
Installed - $317.00

Wagan Tech® Power Inverters feature True-rated 
Power™. �at simply means power tested and rated 
at a period of 24 hours continuous usage under full 
load. �e competition claims “continuous”, when in 
fact, they are o�en only 30 minutes “continuous”.

3000 Watt Inverter:
TrueRated™ Power: 3,000 W
Peak Surge Power: 6,000 W
AC Voltage Output: 115 V
Optimum E�ciency: 90%
Overload Protection: Automatic shutdown
Short Circuit Protection
Input Voltage Range: 10 V to 15 V
Low Battery Auto Shutdown: 9.5 V ± 0.5 V
AC Receptacles: Double 

Installed - $875.00

5000 Watt Inverter:
TrueRated™ Power: 5,000 W
Peak Surge Power: 10,000 W
AC Voltage Output: 110 V
Optimum E�ciency: 90%
AC Receptacles: Quadruple
Overload Protection: Automatic shutdown
Short Circuit Protection
Input Voltage Range: 10V to 15V
Low Battery Auto Shutdown: 9.5 V ± 0.5

Installed - $1,415.00

High Performance (HP) Seats: �e heart of the 
High Performance (HP) seat is the HP air suspension, 
proven in testing to reduce vibration transmitted to 
the occupant better than seven  competitors. �is 
reduced transmissibility helps reduce strain and the 
down town causing fatigue it leads to.  Working in 
tandem to maximize your comfort, the HP series seat 
features our exclusive BackCycler system. By cyclically 
in�ating and de�ating when activated, it provides 
continuous slight movement to the lower back thus 
relieving the strain and fatigue caused by sitting in 
one position for an extended period of time.  Loaded 
with additional comfort and support adjustments and 
a larger cushion than our top selling National Seating 
2000 platform, the HP seat delivers to you a true king 
of the road ride to help you make those long hauls.  
More comfort. Less Pain. More Uptime.

40019.654B Tan Installed - $1,000.00

Commodore Series Seats: Keeping the rig moving 
is how your job gets done. �e longer you can keep 
moving the better the return. Comfort is one of the 
most critical factors to keeping the load rolling. �e 
Commodore helps ensure you get maximum uptime 
by helping to reduce the pain and strain which leads 
to increased downtime.

On the surface you can see the larger size of the 
Commodore versus other seats, but that is just 
the surface. �e real keys to your comfort are our 
exclusive BackCycler system and HP air suspension. 
Along with the ergonomic design and multitude 
of adjustments to get the right support and �t, the 
Commodore is the real solution to ensuring your 
comfort so you can keep moving. Looking for even 
more, then take a step up to the Admiral series.

40050-341 Grey Installed - $1,000.00
40050-345 Black Installed - $1,000.00

Add brand new chrome hood mirrors on your truck 
for increased visibility while you’re on the road.    

Select drivers side only, passenger side only or have 
both installed for $300.00.  




